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Abstract

Elastic and inelastic light scattering experiments are performed on silica, SiO2, with OH content < 20 ppm.

Quantitative comparison is made between Raman, Brillouin and Rayleigh scattered intensities showing that for an

accurate comparison Raman scattering has to be considered. The decrease of the Rayleigh scattering and the shift of the

Boson peak with the decrease of the ®ctive temperature are attributed to two types of inhomogeneities typical of the

structure of glass: frozen density ¯uctuations and elastic constant ¯uctuations in domains with dimensions �1

nm. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The structure of simple glasses is still a debated
question [1±3]. Cation correlations, characteristic
lengths, domains, clusters, with a typical size in the
nanometer range are often proposed to interpret
experimental results or computer simulations. In-
elastic light scattering experiments in the low fre-
quency domain (Boson peak) are interpreted [4±7]
as being due to inhomogeneities in the structure of
the glass but these models are still a matter of
discussion. Besides, elastic scattering (Rayleigh
scattering) in a simple component glass such as
SiO2 [8] is well interpreted as due to density ¯uc-
tuations.

In recent papers, we demonstrated the role of
thermal treatment on the energy of the Boson peak
[5,6]. Simultaneously, several papers [9±12] inves-

tigated Rayleigh scattering and its relation to ®c-
tive temperature. These experiments, however, do
not study the elastic scattering but both elastic and
inelastic scattering as no dispersive element is used
to analyze the scattered light.

In this paper, we will make the spectral analysis
of scattering to separate the di�erent contributions
of Rayleigh, Brillouin, and Raman processes. We
propose further to follow their evolution with the
®ctive temperature to correlate these observations
with the structure of the glass.

2. Experiments and materials

Spectral analysis of light scattering is usually
performed by two kind of dispersive devices. In-
elastic Raman scattering is studied with a double
or a triple monochromator, whereas measure-
ments of elastic (Rayleigh) and much lower fre-
quency inelastic (Brillouin) scatterings are made
with a Fabry±Perot interferometer. In this work,
we performed both elastic and inelastic scatter-
ings with a ®ve stage monochromator (Dilor
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Z40). The conception of this system, where six
slits ®lter the scattered light before the photo-
multiplier, is rejection of the input light as much
as possible which allows us to record both Ray-
leigh and Brillouin and full anti-Stokes and
Stokes Raman Scattering with the same experi-
mental set-up. A neutral ®lter (optical density
D � 4) is placed in the scattered beam at the laser
frequency during scanning of the spectrometer.
These experiments are done with an argon laser
with the 514 nm line in a 90° con®guration, the
spectra reported in this paper are all made in
parallel VV polarizations for the incident and
scattered light. Samples are silica glasses with OH
content less than 20 ppm. As-received sample is
measured (sample A) together with a sample an-
nealed for 1 h at 1200°C (sample B), 18 h at
1150°C (sample C) and 60 h at 1100°C (sample
D) to achieve di�erent ®ctive temperatures.
Samples, with a typical thickness 5 mm, were
cooled on a metallic plate.

3. Results

Several methods exist to determine the ®ctive
temperature of a silica glass, based on the shift of
the IR absorption line at 2250 cmÿ1 in transmis-
sion or 1120 cmÿ1 in re¯ection [13], or on the rel-
ative intensities of the D1 and D2 defect lines at 490
cmÿ1 and 606 cmÿ1, respectively [14]. We analyzed
the Raman spectra of the four samples. The slope
of the log of intensity as functions of 1/TF is larger
for the D2 lines and allows better accuracy for the
determination of TF (Fig. 1).

The Brillouin and Rayleigh scatterings of sam-
ple A are shown in Fig. 2 using entrance and exit
slits of 30 lm. The spectra for the samples A, B, D
are also recorded with larger slits (300 lm): the
spectra integrating Rayleigh and Brillouin scat-
terings from ÿ3 to �3 cmÿ1 (Fig. 3) and the whole
Raman spectrum from ÿ600 to 1200 cmÿ1 (Fig. 4).
The neutral ®lter was used for Fig. 3 and for the
scan between ÿ10 and 10 cmÿ1 of Fig. 4.

Fig. 1. Log of the Raman intensity of the D2 line as function of the inverse of the ®ctive temperature, TF. The extrapolation of the

curve to higher intensity gives the ®ctive temperature of the sample A (�).
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Fig. 3. Integrated Rayleigh and Brillouin scattering for the samples sample A (), B (� � � � � � � � �), and D (±±±) (slit width 300 lm).

Fig. 2. Rayleigh and Brillouin scattering for the sample. A recorded with the Z40 monochromator (slit width 50 lm).
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4. Interpretation and discussion

4.1. Fictive temperature

Annealing times for the samples treated at
1100°C, 1150°C and 1200°C are long enough [9] to
achieve equilibrium of the structure corresponding
actually to ®ctive temperature 1100°C, 1150°C and
1200°C. The ®ctive temperature of the sample A
can be estimated from a Galeener plot (Fig. 1).
Linear extrapolation of this plot leads to an esti-
mate of the ®ctive temperature of sample A:
Tf � 1304� 20°C.

4.2. Elastic and inelastic scattering

The decrease of the Rayleigh scattering when
the ®ctive temperature decreases is shown in Fig.
3. This decrease is in agreement with the inter-
pretation of the elastic scattering as being due to
density ¯uctuations ÔfrozenÕ at TF. The Rayleigh
intensity, IRayleigh, is then proportional to the mean
square amplitude of density ¯uctuations, hjDqj2i
[8,9]

IRayleigh / hjDqj2i / 8P3kB

3k4
n8p2KT�TF�TF; �1�

where n is the refractive index, p the photoelastic
constant, KT (TF) is the isothermal compressibility
at TF. The relation between IRayleigh and TF is linear
only in a ®rst approximation, where n and KT

dependence on TF are neglected. This point will be
explored in further experiments involving a larger
number of samples. However, from our measure-
ments, the decrease of the ®ctive temperature from
1304°C to 1100°C decreased the Rayleigh scatter-
ing by 15� 2%, in agreement with a linear relation
taking into account the experimental error both on
the temperature and on the Rayleigh intensity.

Fig. 4 shows the Raman spectra of the samples
A, B and D, which represent approximately 3% of
the total scattering of the samples taking into ac-
count both Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering. The
decrease of the intensity observed with decrease of
TF is still to be experimentally con®rmed but it
emphasizes that, even if the variation of scattering
is mainly due to the Rayleigh process, for a precise
determination, Raman scattering also has to be
considered.

Fig. 4. Raman spectra of the sample A (), B (� � � � � � � � �), and D (±±±) from )600 to 1200 cmÿ1.
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The optical loss, aS, usually determined from
the measured Landau±Placzek ratio, RLP [7], of the
Rayleigh, IRayleigh, to the Brillouin lines, 2IB, as
obtained from Fig. 3 is given by

aS � 8P3

3

kBT

k4
n8p2 1

qv
�RLP � 1�;

q being the density and v the sound velocity of the
samples. For sample D, we determined RLP � 23:0,
which corresponds to

RLP � 1 � 2IB � IRayleigh

2IB

� 24:0:

In fact, considering the Raman scattering intensity
we found that 2IB represents 4% of the total
scattered intensity which corresponds to

2IB � IRayleigh � IRaman

2IB

� 25:0:

4.3. Glass inhomogeneities

In previous work [6] we showed, from low fre-
quency Raman scattering experiments, the shift of
the Boson peak of silica towards smaller frequency
when the ®ctive temperature decreased. Simulta-
neously, the Si±O±Si intertetrahedron angle, de-
termined from the position of the 430 cmÿ1 band,
increased and was correlated with a decrease of the
macroscopic density [15]. The Boson peak is in-
terpreted in the model of Duval [16,7] as being due
to domains with nanometer dimensions ± nano-
domains ± resulting from ¯uctuations of elastic
constants. The shift of the Boson peak due to de-
crease of the ®ctive temperature is then linked to a
decrease of a local sound velocity corresponding to
a change of the local elastic constant inside the
domains.

The Rayleigh experiments also demonstrate the
inhomogeneity of pure silica, but corresponding to
density ¯uctuations with typical sizes smaller than
the wavelength of light [8]. Both types of inho-
mogeneities, density ¯uctuations and elastic ¯uc-
tuations in nanodomains, are a�ected by ®ctive
temperature but are likely di�erent. Further re-
search is necessary to achieve a full description of
the glass structure but our results are consistent

with a structure for a simple glass, where regions
of density ¯uctuations are separated by smaller
domains with nanometer dimensions, the former
corresponding to Rayleigh scattering, the latter
corresponding to low frequency anomalies (Boson
peak, heat capacity excess, density of states
excess).

5. Conclusion

For their complete quantitative description,
light scattering experiments must take into ac-
count both elastic and inelastic phenomena i.e.,
Rayleigh, Raman, and Brillouin mechanisms. We
show that both are a�ected by ®ctive temperature,
which is determined by the frozen structure of the
glass. In pure silica, the Rayleigh line decreased
when ®ctive temperature decreased whereas the
Boson peak shifted to lower frequencies. These
changes are attributed to the change of two parts
in the structure of the glass: larger domains of
density ¯uctuations (Rayleigh scattering) and
nanodomains corresponding to elastic ¯uctuations
(Boson peak).
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